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RHET 347: Special Topic Seminar - Rhetoric and Violence 
Spring 2015                          Whitman College 

 

Instructor:   Heather Ashley Hayes        Office:            Olin Hall 246 
Email:    hayesha@whitman.edu      Office Hours: Wednesdays 11:00am-12:00pm 
         Thursdays 2:30pm-4:00pm 
         Also, by appointment 
Office Phone:  (509) 527-5245        Writing Hours:    Wednesdays 2:30-4:00pm 
NOTE: Email is the best way to contact me, but do not count on me checking email after 10pm. Please allow 
up to 24 hours for a response. My office phone will work as well; I check messages every day. 

 
“The act of violation (le viol) often begins with language.” 

--Achille Mbembe 
Course Description 
This course will explore the intersection of rhetorical studies and violence. It will make an effort to theoretically 
explore various philosophical approaches to violence and how rhetorical studies might interact with those 
approaches. It will address, and analyze, three questions: 
 1. What is violence, and how has violence been understood throughout human history rhetorically? Who 
defines it? How is it experienced and narrated? 
 2. In what ways has rhetorical studies addressed questions of violence and its impact on communicative 
interaction? 
 3. How can rhetoric be utilized, analyzed, and re-theorized to better illuminate questions and problems 
of violence? 
 
Course Objectives and Student Learning Goals 
 1. To study theoretical approaches to the idea of “violence” throughout the history of ideas. 
 2. To understand and apply critical approaches to violence to ancient and modern artifacts, texts, and 
objects. 
 3. To display reflexivity and thoroughness in evaluating rhetorical artifacts, texts, contexts, and socio-
political culture with regard to violence. 
 4. To recognize and critique the force of power enacted, constrained, and reproduced through violent 
action, discourse, and rhetoric. 
 
Required Texts (5) 
Arendt, Hannah. On Violence. New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing, 1970/1969. 
Baudrillard, Jean. The Spirit of Terrorism. London: Verso, 2012. 
Butler, Judith. Frames of War: When is Life Grievable? London: Verso, reprint 2010. 
Lawrence, Bruce B. and Aisha Karim (Eds.). On Violence: A Reader. Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
 2007. 
Zizek, Slavoj. Violence: Six Sideways Reflections. New York: Picador Publishing, 2008. 
 
Additional Required Readings 
Our CLEO site will contain some of the mandatory readings for this course in addition to the Paper Posting 
Link. Please let me know as soon as possible if you are unable to access the site. 
 
Recommended Texts (1) 
Graff, G. & Birkenstein, C. (2010). They Say, I Say: The Moves that Matter in Academic Writing (2nd edition).  

New York: W.W. Norton & Company. 
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You should use a writing style guide to assist your writing in this course. I will require you in this course to 
write in Chicago style. You should consider renting, purchasing, or finding access to The Chicago Manual of 
Style. 
  
Learning Accommodations 
If you are a student with a disability who will need accommodations in this course, please meet with Julia 
Dunn, Director of Academic Resources in Memorial Hall 205, x5213. Her email is dunnjl@whitman.edu. She 
will assist you in developing a plan to address your academic needs. All information about disabilities is 
considered private. If I receive notification from the Director of Academic Resources that you are eligible to 
receive an accommodation, I will provide it in as discrete a manner as possible. 
 
Course Policies and Expectations 
Class time will center on the learning and practice of reading material. Students will have many opportunities to 
speak in a non-graded, informal manner. There is a high expectation for discussion and group conversation. I 
expect that you will attend class every week, be on time, do the assigned readings, and engage with class 
discussions. You are expected to think critically about your own communicative practice and that of others.  
 
1.  Syllabus: Use the syllabus as your guide. You will refer to it throughout the course; however, I reserve 

the right to modify it as necessary in rare cases of schedule changes.   
 
2.  Assignments:  If you are sick the day an assignment is due, please have a classmate drop the assignment 

off in class or during my office hours. I do not accept late work without an excuse from the Dean of 
Students Office. Assignments are due at the beginning of class on their respective due dates and will be 
counted overdue immediately thereafter. I do my best to return all assignments within one to two weeks; 
it is your responsibility to keep them as records of your grade in the case of any confusion.  

 
3. Academic Honesty:  Academic honesty is crucial to the integrity of the program of learning in a college. 

Any form of falsification, misrepresentation of another's work as one's own (such as cheating on 
examinations, reports, or quizzes), or plagiarism from the work of others is academic dishonesty and is a 
serious offense. It is therefore important for you to understand what constitutes plagiarism, and how to 
avoid it. 

 
Plagiarism occurs when you, either intentionally or due to your own negligence, use someone else's 
words, ideas, or data without proper acknowledgement. To avoid plagiarism, whenever you use exact 
wording of another author in your written text, you must enclose the words in quotation marks, whether 
it be a paragraph, a sentence, or merely a well-turned phrase. You must then acknowledge the source in 
a precise and complete footnote. It is not enough to footnote the source without indicating by quotation 
marks that the words are someone else's. It is also not enough to change one or two words in a sentence; 
that does not make it your own sentence. Another common error is to use another person's ideas or data 
without indicating the source; even if you paraphrase the ideas, you must give credit in a footnote to 
their originators. In oral presentations the original source also should be given proper credit in the form 
of internal source references and in bibliographic entries. While all of the above applies primarily to 
plagiarism from texts, scholarly articles, review, handbooks, encyclopedias, etc., it also applies to the 
use, either wholly or in part, of another student's paper. Use of another student's ideas or words on an 
examination or report constitutes plagiarism. Similarly, giving your ideas or words to another student to 
represent as his or her own is considered cheating and is therefore also a violation of the Academic 
Dishonesty policy. 

 
Please refer to the Student Handbook for additional information regarding the policies and procedures in 
place for cases of academic dishonesty or academic negligence. In this course, plagiarism violations will 
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lead to an F in the course, and the student who has plagiarized will also be referred to the office of the 
Dean of Students. 
 

4. Attendance Policy: You are expected to attend class on a regular basis, and be prepared for class time. 
Unless you have made specific arrangements with me (or have a documented family or medical 
emergency), I reserve the right to lower your course grade after your third absence. When you are 
absent, it is your responsibility to get the course notes, announcements, and information from a peer 
and/or CLEO.  

 
5. Grading Procedure:  Some general guidelines for grading in this course are as follows: 
  A work is earned by clearly outstanding and insightful work, both in content and in writing. 

Papers and presentations will offer exceptionally clear, well-defined, and well-expressed arguments, 
demonstrating an imaginative and sophisticated understanding of the subject area and its subtleties. It 
will push beyond the course reading and our in class discussion of that reading. It will be well crafted 
technically, free of grammatical, spelling, punctuation, and format errors, and provide a clear 
introduction with a stated thesis as well as a substantive conclusion that addresses the implications of the 
argument. An A or A- paper stands out from the others, and for the purposes of this seminar, might be 
comparable to entry graduate level work. 

 
  B work includes good, competent papers and presentations that illustrate a good understanding 
 of the subject matter, and a substantial effort at crafting a clear and coherent argument, while generally 
 avoiding awkward and unclear writing, grammatical, spelling, punctuation and format errors. B+ papers 
 are better than most and have the potential to be excellent work. The B range indicates a good to very 
 good level of understanding of the course material and an ability to work with it productively. B range 
 grades may indicate a somewhat inconsistent performance – extremely good at times, while perhaps less 
 high quality at other times.  
 
  C work includes papers and presentations that are flawed in argumentation and/or in writing. 
 The argument may be undefined, poorly articulated or poorly supported. It is clear that there is only a 
 superficial understanding or some major (but not complete) misunderstanding of the subject matter, and 
 it generally does not offer more than a summary of course material.  
 
  D and F work is unacceptable and well below your capabilities. Similarly, such grades can 
 reflect complete misunderstandings of the material and discussion, no evidence to back up written or 
 verbal arguments, papers full of major grammatical and other mechanical errors, poor class attendance, 
 disengagement from the class, a general lack of interest in participation, or a clear lack of respect for 
 others in the class. 
 
6.  Graded Written Assignments: Written assignments must be typed and must adhere to these three 

guidelines. 
1. 8 ½ x 11 in. paper, stapled in upper left-hand corner 
2. Typed, double-spaced, 12-inch font, one-inch margins, Times New Roman font 
3. APA, MLA, or Chicago style format for citation 

For specific assistance in citation, refer to the style guides for the style you will use for your written 
work in this class. 
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Other Points to Consider: 
• Be on time for class. If you are late on the day of a presentation or guest speaker, try not to 

interrupt the presentation. Wait in the hall until the presenter is finished (until you hear 
clapping).  

• Make thoughtful contributions to class discussion by doing the assigned readings,  it will only  
make the course richer for you, and all of the community of students with whom you occupy the 
classroom space this semester. 

• Make sure to check your Whitman email daily for notices from me. 
 
Course Assignments and Evaluation 
Each student will complete the following assignments: 
 Assignments (and their respective point value): 

Response Paper #1     50 
Response Paper #2   100 
Response Paper #3   100 
Class Discussion     50 
Course Selection Sheet   200 
TOTAL POINTS   500 
 

Grading: 
Points      Grade 
463-500  A  363-387  C 
450-462  A-  350-362  C- 
438-449  B+  338-349  D+ 
413-437  B  313-337  D 
400-412  B-  300-312  D- 
388-399  C+  Under 300  F 

 
Required projects for RHET 347 
1. Response Essays (Three Required Assignments): On three dates throughout the semester, depending on 

your choice of thinker and/or topic, you will turn in a response essay for the course. These papers will be 
between four (4) and six (6) pages long, adhering to the standards laid out in the syllabus above 
concerning margins, fonts, etc. 

 
 These papers will be your opportunity to confront, support, combat, or analyze one of the thinkers or 

positions on the issue of rhetoric and violence that we study in the course. On the first day of class, we 
will talk about these papers, and we will go over the schedule of readings. You will be expected to turn 
in your first response paper no later than Wednesday, February 18. Other deadlines will be determined 
on the first day of the course and you should write them here: 
_____________________________________.  

 
 These response papers should reflect on, challenge, or seek to clarify some aspect of the reading you do 

for the course. A reflection/response may be a response to a study question set by the instructor or it may 
develop out of your own interest in a particular primary or secondary reading. Although they may be 
fairly informal in tone, the essays you submit should be carefully written and proofread. You should 
expect to present ideas from your papers to the class. Generally, this may involve just a quick summary 
of your ideas or a bit of key evidence for a specific position presented during the course of regular class 
discussion. You are invited—but not required—to go outside of assigned class readings for purposes of 
one response essay. The other two should only focus on material we read in the course itself. The first 
response paper is worth 50 points of your grade. Each of the following two response papers will be 
worth 100 points of your grade respectively. 
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2. Class Discussion: You are expected to come to class, having read all assigned readings, prepared to talk 

about the readings in detail. You also should come prepared to talk about any response essays you have 
written, and ready to discuss the arguments you make in those papers with the participants of the 
seminar. Class discussion is worth 50 points of your grade. 

 
Additional Evaluation Options for RHET 347 
Students may choose from the following assignment options: 
1.  Book Review: Select a book written in the area of rhetoric and violence, perhaps one you wish we had 
 read in the syllabus but did not have space for. Before you finalize your choice of book, you must obtain 
 approval from me in advance. Read the work then complete a critical/analytical review (a full six (6) to 
 seven (7) pages) assessing the work and its relationship to materials read or discussed in class. 
 
 Although it need not be organized in this fashion, the review should answer three basic questions: 
 a) What are the author’s major thesis and arguments? 
 b) What is the significance of the work for students of rhetoric and violence? 
 c) How should the reader, someone else in the class, evaluate the book? Why? 
  
 This assignment is designed for review of secondary scholarly materials, not autobiographies or works 
 of fiction, so please choose books by historians, psychologists, communication scholars, political 
 scientists, philosophers, etc. Also, keep two things in mind: you must read and cite extensively from 
 the entire book. Also, a written summary only of the book will result in a C or lower grade. The book 
 review assignment will be due April 29. 
 
2.  A Rhetorical Criticism Essay: Students who choose this option will write a research paper of at least 
 fifteen (15) pages in length on a topic of rhetorical significance that deals with the question of violence. 
 Since each student will be writing three response essays in the course, this paper should focus on 
 artifacts or texts and integrating the theoretical ideas we study, using them to build a rhetorical criticism 
 paper. The essay must: 
 
 a) Trace the rhetorical history and importance of a specific discursive event, theme,     
  debate, or issue regarding violence 
 b) Trace the history and importance of the context that surrounds your object, artifact, or text 
 c) Develop a critical interpretation around the object, involving both secondary (scholarly    
  books and articles) and primary (a rhetorical object) sources. 
 
 This option is recommended for students who enjoy library research and who wish to experience writing 
 a major paper that is close to graduate level work in Rhetorical Studies. Anyone committing to this 
 option is also committing to THREE (3) office meetings with Professor Hayes about the paper (one 
 topic meeting, one meeting about sources and structure, and one meeting to go over a first draft of the 
 paper). NOT attending these meetings will result in a significant deduction on this assignment. The 
 rhetorical criticism paper will be due May 4. 
 
 Students should assume the schedule for the paper is roughly as follows: 

 a. Proposal (due Monday, February 23): One to two full pages proposing the concepts and 
arguments to be pursued in the paper. After the deadline for the proposal, each student will be required 
to meet with me during office hours or during a scheduled time to be determined in class.  
 
 b. Annotated Bibliography and Argument Statement (due Monday, March 30): A list of at least 
eight (8) sources that each student plans to use in the final paper, along with their full bibliographic 
information. In addition, between one to three paragraphs should be written about each source 
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describing its use for the paper. Finally, the student should have a one to three sentence argument 
statement that describes the thesis of their paper. 
 
Some key journals of note in rhetorical studies, communication, and other relevant fields  include (but 
are not limited to): 

  
 Argumentation and Advocacy 
 Communication and Critical/Cultural Studies 
 Communication Monographs 
 Controversia 
 Critical Studies in Media Communication 
 International Journal of Communication 
 Philosophy and Rhetoric 
 Rhetoric and Public Affairs 
 Rhetoric Society Quarterly 
 Southern Communication Journal 
 Quarterly Journal of Speech 
 Western Journal of Communication 

 
 c. First Draft (due Monday, April 13): First full draft of paper. This will be turned in BOTH to 
me and to the peer reviewer of your paper, someone you will choose from class to help you as your 
finish the paper project.  
 
 d. Peer Review Draft (completed ASAP after April 13 deadline): You should meet with your 
peer reviewer. This will be done in pairs insofar as that is possible. Your peer reviewer will offer 
comments about your paper, especially on issues of content, organization, and form.  
 
 e. Final Draft (due Monday, May 4): Due in class, in paper form, to me. The final draft will be 
used to assess the student’s grade on the rhetorical criticism essay. 

 
3.  Class Seminar: Students who choose this option will attend a 90-minute seminar OUTSIDE OF 
 CLASS TIME with me six (6) times throughout the semester. Students who enjoy lively discussion 
 and/or the opportunity to explore themes that are not part of the formal class are encouraged to choose 
 this option. Possible topics include (but are not limited to) additional thinkers who write about theories 
 of violence, rhetorical studies and its commentary on violence, artifacts that align with Professor Hayes’ 
 own research (specifically military and bodily violence), pop culture and violence, and more. Every 
 effort will be made to accommodate requests for relevant topics of discussion by participants made 
 during the first meeting. 
 
 Professor Hayes will initiate discussion, focus conversation, and assess student performance. Your grade 
 will be based upon attendance, the quality of participation, and the preparation/reading you put into the 
 seminar throughout the semester. Everyone will be expected to participate actively and intelligently, but 
 the initiative rests with you; no one will be asked to speak. You should select this option only if you are 
 willing to do the extra reading assignments, come at the selected time, and are willing to discuss difficult 
 and sometimes uncomfortable issues. Seminars will meet no more than once per week in the later 
 afternoon or evening. At least five students must sign up for this option for it to be formally offered. 
 
4. Violence Artifact Journal: Students who choose this option will read, outside of class time, news, pop 
 culture, and more to find objects, moments, events, discourse, and such that relate to the theme of 
 violence. They will be responsible for finding, and writing journal entries, for at least fifteen (15) of 
 these artifacts. Each journal entry should be roughly one (1) page long and should offer the following: 
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  a. A first order source for the artifact chosen. This can include news stories, links to sites that  
 depict or describe the events, and more. The first order source MUST be included in the entry so that a 
 reader can find it. 
  b. Next, the entry should relate the artifact to something we have discussed in class, preferably 
 that lines up in time with the course material we are reading at that time. This should be about a 
 paragraph or two relating the event, object, discourse, or moment to the idea from class. 
  c. Finally, the journal entry should analyze the object against the idea from class that the student 
 has chosen, making an argument about what the journal entries may mean for our study of rhetoric and 
 violence more broadly. 
  
 For example, in the spring of 2013, a student chose a series of news stories on the Boston  Marathon 
 bombings and related the various coverage to Žižek’s differentiation between objective and 
 subjective violence. The artifact journal will be due on May 4. 
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Student Choice Assignment Selection Form 

 
Name:______________________________________ 
 
Email Address:_______________________________ 
 
Put an X next to each of the items you desire to comprise your course grade. In the right hand column, write 
down the point value (in multiples of 10) of your final grade that each option you X will contribute to your final 
course grade. 
 
Option       Points Assigned 
 
_____Violence Artifact Journal    _______________ 
 
_____Book Review      _______________ 
 
_____Research Paper      _______________ 
 
_____Class Seminar      _______________ 
 
     TOTAL  ______200______ 
 
If choosing class seminar, note below the days you could meet and the times of that day you have available. 
 
Monday             Tuesday              Wednesday                   Thursday                     Friday 
 
 
 
 
Total percentage of all selections must add to 200 points. This form is due Wednesday, January 28. Please 
remember that your choices determine your final grade and you may not change percentages, your choices, or 
the number of projects you identify here. Please keep a copy of this form. 
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Tentative Schedule for RHET 347  
DATE TOPIC READINGS  

As a general rule, all readings for a 
week should be read prior to the 
beginning of Monday’s class. 

WEEK ONE 
Wednesday, January 21 

 Introduction: “Theorizing 
Violence in the Twenty First 
Century” (On Violence p. 1-15) 

 .I.  
VIOLENCE, SYMBOLS, 
AND THE DIALECTIC 

 

WEEK TWO 
Monday, January 26 
Wednesday, January 28 

Violence, Language, and 
Symbols 

1. Monday: Galtung (CLEO) 
2. Wednesday: Gearhardt 
(CLEO) 

WEEK THREE 
Monday, February 2 
Wednesday, February 4 

Violence and the Symbolic 1. Monday: Bourdieu (On 
Violence, p. 188-198) 
2. Wednesday: Engles (On 
Violence, p. 39-61) 

WEEK FOUR 
Monday, February 9 
Wednesday, February 11 

Violence and Religion  1. Girard (On Violence, p. 334-350) 
2. Set Peer Review Editors for 
Writing Projects 

WEEK FIVE 
Wednesday, February 18 
(No class Monday, February 16 for 
President’s Day) 

Violence and the Dialectic 1. Monday: Marx (On Violence, 
p. 62-77) 
 
 

Thursday, February 19 POWER AND PRIVILEGE 
SYMPOSIUM – Please attend one 
of the many great panels and talks, 
including those offered by Rhetoric 
majors and faculty! 

 

WEEK SIX 
Monday, February 23 
Wednesday, February 25 

Colonization and Violence  
 
 

1.Monday/First half of 
Wednesday: Fanon (On Violence, 
p. 78-100)  
2. Second half of Wednesday: 
Mbembe (CLEO) 

EXTRA DISCUSSION DAY 
(Optional) 
Wednesday, February 25 (2:30-
3:30pm 

Open Forum Bring questions to Olin 246 on 
Marx, Fanon, and/or Mbembe 

 .II.  
POLITICS, LAW, AND 

INSTITUTIONS OF 
VIOLENCE 

 

WEEK SEVEN 
Monday, March 2 
Wednesday, March 4 

1. Colonization and Violence 
2. Zizek 

1. Monday: Mbembe (CLEO)  
2. Wednesday: Zizek 
(Introduction, #1, #2, and #6 of 
Violence: Six Sideways Reflections) 

WEEK EIGHT 
Monday, March 9 
Wednesday, March 11 

1. Zizek 
2. The Law and Violence 

1. Monday: Zizek (Introduction, 
#1, #2, and #6 of Violence: Six 
Sideways Reflections)   
2. Wednesday: Benjamin (On 
Violence, p. 268-285) 
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Friday, March 13 through 
Sunday, March 29 

SPRING BREAK!  
 
 

WEEK NINE 
Monday, March 30 
Wednesday, April 1 

Violence, Law, and the State 1. Monday: MacKinnon (On 
Violence, p. 286-291)  
2. Wednesday: Arendt (On 
Violence) 

WEEK TEN 
Monday, April 6 
Wednesday, April 8 

Violence and Subjectivity Foucault (On Violence, p. 444-471) 
and Foucault (CLEO) 
 

 .III.  
BODIES, IDENTITIES, AND 

VIOLENCE OF THE 
POSTMODERN 

 

WEEK ELEVEN 
Monday, April 13 
Wednesday, April 15 

The Body and Violence 1. Butler (Introduction, #1, #2, and 
#5 of Frames of War) 
 

WEEK TWELVE 
Monday, April 20 
Wednesday, April 22 

Rethinking Violence and the 
Symbolic 

 1. Baudrillard (all of The Spirit of 
Terrorism) 

WEEK FOURTEEN 
Monday, April 27 
Wednesday, April 29 

Violence and Bare Life 1. Agamben (CLEO) 

WEEK FIFTEEN 
Monday, May 4 
Wednesday, May 6 

Violence and Voice(lessness) 1. Spivak (CLEO) 

WEEK SIXTEEN 
Monday, May 11 

Drawing Some Conclusions 
about Rhetoric and Violence 

 

 
 
 


